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PRECISION RIFLE SHOOT RULES 

EVENT DETAILS: 

This event is open to the public. Our Precision Rifle Shoot (PRS) is intended to be a fun and 
challenging event. The rules were developed using rules as used in other similar events local 
and far. The combined and altered rules were formatted to suite our range layout, as well as to 
allow any discipline of long range shooter to attend and be competitive.  

CLASSES:
    
           A-Factory Original trigger work, restocking, and muzzle brakes allowd.
          B-Factory Precision Rifle
          C-Custom Light (17lbs and under)
          D-Custom Heavy

REGISTRATION:                

Registration will be open from 8:15 to 8:50 AM.  The first relay will be called to line at 9:00 
AM. 

COST: 

The cost will be $15.00, $5.00 per additional firearm. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED: 

A centerfire or rimfire rifle in the caliber of .17 to .338 (.338 will be in a separate relay 
after the other relays are completed. 

Eye and ear protection is REQUIRED of shooters, spotters, and spectators. 

Approximately 50 rounds of ammunition are needed. 30 rounds will be required for score. 

Spotting scopes and tripods or binoculars are not necessary, but encouraged. They will be 
helpful in dialing in a friend or competitor. 

A chamber flag, chamber chiller, or physical barrier to prevent the action from closing 
between relays is REQUIRED. Chamber flags are available for sale from the club for $3.00 
each. 



TARGETS: 

Targets used will be custom Heidelberg Sportsmen's Association targets. (Shooter's name, 
relay, and bench will be noted on the target. Each target box is to be shot only one time. 
Boxes 1-5 are scored targets. The bench/position number will be visible on the target hanger 
for positive target identification. 

SCORING: 

The inward scoring method will be used. The highest scoring ring broken will be counted as 
the target score. The "X" ring must be broken open to score a 10-X. Plug gages will be used 
to confirm the score of borderline shots. ONLY 5 shots per relay. More than one shot in a 
single scoring box will result in a "NO SCORE" for that target box. There are no makeup 
shots allowed! Scoring will be completed by a non-competitor if one is available. The 
scorer and match director have the final call on all scored targets. 

FLYERS AND MISTAKE HITS: 

Notify the range officer or match director if you shoot the incorrect target or another shooter 
inadvertently shoots your target. Make up shots are not allowed in any case. 

ORDER OF EVENT: 

Each relay will shoot 3 strings at the first distance (100 yards). After all relays are 
finished, the relays will move to the farther distance (200 yards, 100 yards for rimfire 
with a different target during rimfire only events) and shoot in the same relay order. 

TIMES FOR RELAYS: 

 5 minutes for setup (equipment to be brought to the firing line) 
 3 minutes for sighters 
 2:30 for string 1 (5 shots) 
 3 to 6 minutes for a cool down, ACTION TO REMAIN OPEN, SAFE, AND 
             FLAGGED (cool down break will be determined at the beginning of the match 
             based on the weather) 
 2:30 for string 2 (5 shots) 
 3 to 6 minutes for a cool down, ACTION TO REMAIN OPEN, SAFE, AND
             FLAGGED 
 2:30 for string 3 (5 shots) 
 Relay will clear the line after all shooters have completed string 3 

RELAY CARDS: 



The sooner a shooter is ready, the sooner we can get the next relay shooting. You will not be 
given extra time to get ready. Being ready early helps get the match finisher sooner. 

SPOTTERS: 

Spotters are encouraged to help call shots for the shooters. Spotters can also help call 
flyers/mistake shots on targets. 

GENERAL CONDUCT: 

Anyone on the property shall NOT be under the influence of alcohol or illicit drugs. 
Participants and spectators are expected to conduct themselves in a courteous and sportsman- 
like manner at all times. Any person or persons who violate these rules may be ejected from 
the event site at the match director's discretion, with no refund. The match director may 
disqualify a competitor for any safety concerns. Anyone caught cheating, altering a target, or 
altering a score card will result in a DNF on their score card. 

FUTURE EVENT DATES: 

Check our Event Calendar on the club website or follow us on Facebook for our event dates! 


